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paramilitary forces. Drugs, Thugs, and Diplomats examines the U.S.
Soy, Globalization, and Environmental Politics in South America Gustavo de

policymaking process in the design, implementation, and consequences of

L. T. Oliveira 2017-10-24 Soy in South America constitutes one of the most

Plan Colombia, as the aid package came to be known. Winifred Tate explores

spectacular booms of agro-industrial commodity production in the world. It is

the rhetoric and practice of foreign policy by the U.S. State Department, the

the pinnacle of modernist agro-industrial practices, serving as a key nexus in

Pentagon, Congress, and the U.S. military Southern Command. Tate's

food–feed–fuel production that underpins the agribusiness–conservationist

ethnography uncovers how policymakers' utopian visions and emotional

discourse of "land sparing" through intensification. Yet soy production is

entanglements play a profound role in their efforts to orchestrate and impose

implicated in multiple problems beyond deforestation, ranging from pesticide

social transformation abroad. She argues that U.S. officials' zero tolerance for

drift and contamination to social exclusion and conflicts in frontier zones, to

illegal drugs provided the ideological architecture for the subsequent

concentration of wealth and income among the largest landowners and

militarization of domestic drug policy abroad. The U.S. also ignored Colombian

corporations. This book explores in depth the complex dynamics of soy

state complicity with paramilitary brutality, presenting them as evidence of

production from its diverse social settings to its transnational connections,

an absent state and the authentic expression of a frustrated middle class. For

examining the politics of commodity and knowledge production, the role of

rural residents of Colombia living under paramilitary dominion, these denials

the state, and the reach of corporate power in everyday life across soy

circulated as a form of state terror. Tate's analysis examines how oppositional

landscapes in South America. Ultimately, the collection encourages us to

activists and the policy's targets—civilians and local state officials in southern

search and struggle for agroecological alternatives through which we may

Colombia—attempted to shape aid design and delivery, revealing the process

overcome the pitfalls of this massive transnational capitalist agro-industry.

and effects of human rights policymaking.

This book was originally published as a special issue of The Journal of Peasant

Diplomacy and lobbying during Turkey’s Europeanisation Bilge Firat

Studies.

2019-09-26 This book presents intricate, backstage negotiations of interests and

Why Democracies Flounder and Fail Michael Haas 2018-06-26 Democracy is

compromises between diplomats and lobbyists through the corridors of power,

in crisis because voices of the people are ignored due to a politics of mass

which drove Turkey both closer to and farther apart from the EU.

society. After demonstrating how the French Fourth Republic failed,

The Class Struggle in Latin America James Petras 2017-08-09 The Class

wherein Singapore’s totalitarianism is a dangerous model, Washington is

Struggle in Latin America: Making History Today analyses the political and

enmeshed in gridlock, and there is a global democracy deficit, solutions are

economic dynamics of development in Latin America through the lens of class

offered to revitalize democracy as the best form of government. The book

struggle. Focusing in particular on Peru, Paraguay, Chile, Colombia,

demonstrates how mass society politics operates, with intermediate

Argentina, Brazil and Venezuela, the book identifies how the shifts and

institutions of civil society (media, pressure groups, political parties) no longer

changing dynamics of the class struggle have impacted on the rise, demise

transmitting the will of the people to government but instead are concerned

and resurgence of neo-liberal regimes in Latin America. This innovative book

with corporate interests and have developed oligarchical mindsets. Rather

offers a unique perspective on the evolving dynamics of class struggle,

than micro-remedy bandaids, the author focuses on the need to transform

engaging both the destructive forces of capitalist development and those

governing philosophies from pragmatic to humanistic solutions.

seeking to consolidate the system and preserve the status quo, alongside the

Authoritarianism, Cultural History, and Political Resistance in Latin America

efforts of popular resistance concerned with the destructive ravages of

Federico Pous 2017-09-19 This book takes on the challenge of conceptually

capitalism on humankind, society and the global environment. Using

thinking Paraguayan cultural history within the broader field of Latin

theoretical observations based on empirical and historical case studies, this book

American studies. It presents original contributions to the study of Paraguayan

argues that the class struggle remains intrinsically linked to the march of

culture from a variety of perspectives that include visual, literary, and

capitalist development. At a time when post-neo-liberal regimes in Latin

cultural studies; gender studies, sociology, and political theory. The essays

America are faltering, this supplementary text provides a guide to the

compiled here focus on the different narratives and political processes that

economic and political dynamics of capitalist development in the region,

shaped a country decentered from, but also deeply connected to, the rest of

which will be invaluable to students and researchers of international

Latin America. Structured in four thematic sections, the book reflects upon

development, anthropology and sociology, as well as those with an interest in

authoritarianism; the tensions between modern, indigenous, and popular

Latin American politics and development.

artistic expressions; the legacies of the Stroessner Regime, political resistance,

Transparency and Critical Theory Jorge I. Valdovinos

and the struggle for collective memory; as well as the literary framing of

Transport, Transgression and Politics in African Cities Daniel E. Agbiboa

historical trauma, particularly in connection with the Roabastian notion of la

2018-08-15 This collection of field-based case-studies examines the role and

realidad que delira [delirious reality].

contributions of Africa’s informal public transport (also referred to as

Drugs, Thugs, and Diplomats Winifred Tate 2015-06-10 In 2000, the U.S.

paratransit) to the production of city forms and urban economies, as well as the

passed a major aid package that was going to help Colombia do it all: cut drug

voices, experiences, and survival tactics of its poor and stigmatised workforce.

trafficking, defeat leftist guerrillas, support peace, and build democracy. More

With attention to the question of what a micro-level analysis of the

than 80% of the assistance, however, was military aid, at a time when the

organisation and politics of informal public transport in urbanizing Africa

Colombian security forces were linked to abusive, drug-trafficking

might tell us about the precarious existence and agency of its informal
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workforce, it explores the political and socio-economic conditions of

economies, control violence, and include the population. How they do so

contemporary African cities, spanning from Nairobi and Dar es Salaam to

depends on historical origins and context as well as policy decisions. This

Harare, Cape Town, Kinshasa and Lagos. Mapping, analysing and comparing

volume presents a comprehensive theory of state capacity, what it consists of,

the everyday experiences of informal transport operators across the continent,

and how it may be measured. With historical empirical illustrations it suggests

this book sheds light on the multiple challenges facing Africa’s informal

that historical origins and political decisions help drive the capacity of states to

transport workers today, as they negotiate the contours of city life, expand

meet their goals.

their horizons of possibility and make the most of their time. It thus offers

Enacting the Corporation Marina Welker 2014-03-21 What are corporations,

directions for more effective policy response to urban public transport, which

and to whom are they responsible? Anthropologist Marina Welker draws on

is changing fundamentally and rapidly in light of neoliberal urban planning

two years of research at Newmont Mining Corporation’s Denver headquarters

strategies and ‘World Class’ city ambitions.

and its Batu Hijau copper and gold mine in Sumbawa, Indonesia, to address

After Utopia Larisa Kurtović 2021-11-29 This collection examines how the loss

these questions. Against the backdrop of an emerging Corporate Social

of state socialism as a world-making project and the subsequent failures of

Responsibility movement and changing state dynamics in Indonesia, she

postsocialist "civil society building" have impacted new generations of

shows how people enact the mining corporation in multiple ways: as an ore

progressive, antinationalist, anarchist, and social-justice oriented activists. How

producer, employer, patron, promoter of sustainable development, religious

do the histories of state socialism come to shape activist thinking and practice

sponsor, auditable organization, foreign imperialist, and environmental threat.

in Eastern Europe and the Caucasus? What kinds of political work can and

Rather than assuming that corporations are monolithic, profit-maximizing

does emerge out of this 30-year-long experience of political, social, and

subjects, Welker turns to anthropological theories of personhood to develop an

economic transformation? Understanding postsocialism as an intersectional

analytic model of the corporation as an unstable collective subject with

experience and a geopolitically sensitive form of knowledge, this collection of

multiple authors, boundaries, and interests. Enacting the Corporation

essays seeks to render visible the forms of political activism in the region that

demonstrates that corporations are constituted through continuous struggles

are not tied to, or fully determined by, specific moments of street protest and

over relations with—and responsibilities to—local communities, workers,

public interruption. Instead, the contributors examine forms of activist effort

activists, governments, contractors, and shareholders.

that endure in the aftermath of protest movements and in the course of

Conversations in Food Studies Colin R. Anderson 2016-09-30 Few things are

lingering crises, in order to capture how our interlocutors seek to enact their

as important as the food we eat. "Conversations in Food Studies" demonstrates

desired futures under the conditions of intensifying and shape-shifting

the value of interdisciplinary research through the cross-pollination of

pressures of neoliberal governance. The ethnographies that span from

disciplinary, epistemological, and methodological perspectives. Widely diverse

Armenia to Ukraine, to Bosnia-Herzegovina to the newly emerging

essays, ranging from the meaning of milk, to the bring-your-own-wine

transnational Balkan route that refugees and migrants have created, illuminate

movement, to urban household waste, are the product of collaborating teams

how local activists engage with and/or disengage from their socialist

of interdisciplinary authors. Readers are invited to engage and reflect on the

inheritance of political imaginaries differently and imagine different futures.

theories and practices underlying some of the most important issues facing the

Our collection argues for a need for a careful, theoretically nuanced and

emerging field of foodstudies today. Conversations in Food Studies brings to

context-specific analysis across the uneven political landscapes of the former

the table thirteen original contributions organized around the themes of

socialist world. The chapters in this book were originally published as a special

representation, governance, disciplinary boundaries, and, finally, learning

issue of History and Anthropology.

through food. This collection offers an important and groundbreaking

Historical Dictionary of Paraguay R. Andrew Nickson 2015-06-17 This third

approach to food studies as it examines and reworks the boundaries that have

edition of Historical Dictionary of Paraguay covers its history through a

traditionally structured the academy and that underlie much of food studies

chronology, an introductory essay, appendixes, and an extensive bibliography.

literature.

The dictionary section has over 1000 cross-referenced entries on important

Shadow Play Sheri Lynn Gibbings 2021-07-30 Focusing on government-

personalities, politics, economy, foreign relations, religion, and culture.

organized relocations of street vendors in Indonesia, Shadow Play carefully

The Anthropology of Citizenship Sian Lazar 2013-11-11 The Anthropology of

exposes the reasons why conflicts over urban planning are fought through

Citizenship introduces the theoretical foundations of and cutting edge

information politics. Anthropologist Sheri Lynn Gibbings shows that

approaches to citizenship in the contemporary world, in local, national and

information politics are the principal avenues through which the municipal

global contexts. Key readings provide a cross-cultural perspective on

government of Yogyakarta city seeks to implement its urban projects.

citizenship practices, and an individual citizen’s relationship with the state.

Information politics are also the primary means through which street vendors,

Introduces a range of exciting and cutting edge approaches to citizenship in

activists, and NGOs can challenge these plans. Through extensive interviews

the contemporary world Provides key readings for students and researchers

and lengthy participant observation in Yogyakarta, Gibbings shows that both

who wish to gain an understanding of citizenship practices, and an

state and non-state actors engage in transparency, rumours, conspiracies, and

individual’s relationship with the state in a global context Offers an

surveillance practices. Gibbings reveals that these entangled information

anthropological perspective on citizenship, the self and political agency, with a

practices create suspicion and fear, form new solidarities, and dissolve

focus on encounters between citizens and the state in education, law,

relationships. Shadow Play is a compelling study explaining how we cannot

development, and immigration policy Provides students with an

understand urban projects in post-Suharto Indonesia and the resistance to them

understanding of the theoretical foundations of citizenship, as characterized by

without first understanding the complexities embedded in the information

liberal and civic republican ideas of political belonging and exclusion Explores

practices.

how citizenship is constructed at different scales and in different spaces

The Government of Beans Kregg Hetherington 2020-05-15 The Government

Twenty-five key writings identify what is a new and vibrant subfield

of Beans is about the rough edges of environmental regulation, where

within politics and anthropological research

tenuous state power and blunt governmental instruments encounter

Norms and Illegality Cristiana Panella 2021-05-06 Based on in-depth

ecological destruction and social injustice. At the turn of the twenty-first

ethnographic research, Norms and Illegality: Intimate Ethnographies and

century, Paraguay was undergoing dramatic economic, political, and

Political Control explores the entanglements and contradictions of legal and

environmental change due to a boom in the global demand for soybeans.

illegal practices across multiple cultures.

Although the country's massive new soy monocrop brought wealth, it also

States in the Developing World Miguel A. Centeno 2017-02-28 What should

brought deforestation, biodiversity loss, rising inequality, and violence. Kregg

states in the developing world do and how should they do it? How have states

Hetherington traces well-meaning attempts by bureaucrats and activists to

in the developing world addressed the challenges of promoting development,

regulate the destructive force of monocrops that resulted in the discovery that

order, and inclusion? States in the developing world are supposed to build

the tools of modern government are at best inadequate to deal with the
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complex harms of modern agriculture and at worst exacerbate them. The

registers. Becoming Organic is a nuanced account of development practice in

book simultaneously tells a local story of people, plants, and government; a

rural India, as it has unfolded through complex relationships forged among

regional story of the rise and fall of Latin America's new left; and a story of

state authorities, private corporations, and new agrarian intermediaries.

the Anthropocene writ large, about the long-term, paradoxical consequences

Rule and Rupture Christian Lund 2017-05-02 Rule and Rupture - State

of destroying ecosystems in the name of human welfare.

Formation Through the Production of Property and Citizenship examines the

Traders in Motion Kirsten W. Endres 2018-06-15 Markets and traders in

ways in which political authority is defined and created by the rights of

Vietnam are on the move, literally and figuratively. The chapters in this

community membership and access to resources. Combines the latest theory

volume offer rich ethnographic exploration of daily interactions among small-

on property rights and citizenship with extensive fieldwork to provide a

scale traders, suppliers, customers, family members, neighbors, and officials

more complex, nuanced assessment of political states commonly viewed as

within contemporary Vietnam and across its borders.

“weak,” “fragile,” and “failed” Contains ten case studies taken from post-

Routine Crisis Sarah Muir 2021-05-31 Argentina, once heralded as the future

colonial settings around the world, including Cambodia, Nepal, Indonesia,

of capitalist progress, has a long history of economic volatility. In 2001–2002, a

Afghanistan, Rwanda, Somalia, Democratic Republic of Congo, Colombia, and

financial crisis led to its worst economic collapse, precipitating a dramatic

Bolivia Characterizes the results of societal ruptures into three types of

currency devaluation, the largest sovereign default in world history, and the

outcomes for political power: reconstituted and consolidated, challenged, and

flight of foreign capital. Protests and street blockades punctuated a moment of

fragmented Brings together exciting insights from a global group of scholars

profound political uncertainty, epitomized by the rapid succession of five

in the fields of political science, development studies, and geography

presidents in four months. Since then, Argentina has fought economic fires on

Democracy and Media Decadence John Keane 2013-10-31 Examines the role

every front, from inflation to the cost of utilities and depressed industrial

of the media in shaping and representing political life, arguing that 'media

output. When things clearly aren't working, when the constant churning of

decadence' is harmful for democracy.

booms and busts makes life almost unlivable, how does our deeply

Resistance to Political Violence in Latin America Oriana Bernasconi

compromised order come to seem so inescapable? How does critique come to

2019-05-22 This book analyzes state terror documentation as a form of peaceful

seem so blunt, even as crisis after crisis appears on the horizon? What are the

resistance to oppressive regimes through substantial research in human rights

lived effects of that sense of inescapability? Anthropologist Sarah Muir offers a

archives that registered violations perpetrated by Augusto Pinochet’s

cogent meditation on the limits of critique at this historical moment, drawing

dictatorship in Chile. The contributors provide in-depth analysis on state

on deep experience in Argentina but reflecting on a truly global condition. If

violence documentation, denunciation and resistance and how it affected

we feel things are being upended in a manner that is ongoing, tumultuous,

civilians, activists and victims. Additionally, the project introduces research in

and harmful, what would we need to do—and what would we need to give

transitional contexts (post-dictatorship, post-apartheid and post-colonialism)

up—to usher in a revitalized critique for today's world? Routine Crisis is an

showing the role of documentation practices in achieving truth, reparation

original provocation and a challenge to think beyond the limits of exhaustion

and justice. This work will be relevant to academics, students and researchers

and reimagine a form of criticism for the twenty-first century.

in the fields of political science, political history, Latin American and memory

Guerrilla Auditors Craig Hetherington 2008

studies.

Resource Radicals Thea Riofrancos 2020-07-17 In 2007, the left came to power

Social Collateral Caroline E. Schuster 2015-10-06 Microcredit is part of a global

in Ecuador. In the years that followed, the “twenty-first-century socialist”

trend of financial inclusion that brings banking services, especially small loans,

government and a coalition of grassroots activists came to blows over the

to the world’s poor. In this book, Caroline Schuster explores Paraguayan

extraction of natural resources. Each side declared the other a perversion of

solidarity lending as a window into the tensions between social development

leftism and the principles of socioeconomic equality, popular empowerment,

and global finance. Social Collateral tracks collective debt across the commercial

and anti-imperialism. In Resource Radicals, Thea Riofrancos unpacks the

society and smuggling economies at the Paraguayan border by examining

conflict between these two leftisms: on the one hand, the administration's

group loans made to women by nonprofit development programs. These

resource nationalism and focus on economic development; and on the other,

highly regulated loans are secured through mutual support and peer

the anti-extractivism of grassroots activists who condemned the government's

pressure—social collateral—rather than through physical collateral. This story

disregard for nature and indigenous communities. In this archival and

of social collateral necessarily includes an interwoven account about the

ethnographic study, Riofrancos expands the study of resource politics by

feminization of solidarity lending. At its core is an economy of gender—from

decentering state resource policy and locating it in a field of political struggle

pink-collar financial work, to men’s committees, to women smugglers. At

populated by actors with conflicting visions of resource extraction. She

stake are interdependencies that bind borrowers and lenders, financial

demonstrates how Ecuador's commodity-dependent economy and history of

technologies, and Paraguayan development in ways that structure both global

indigenous uprisings offer a unique opportunity to understand development,

inequality and global opportunity.

democracy, and the ecological foundations of global capitalism.

The Life of a Pest Emily Wanderer 2020 The Life of a Pest tracks the work

Nine-Tenths of the Law Christian Lund 2021-01-05 An exploration of the

practices of scientists in Mexico as they study flora and fauna at scales ranging

relationship between possession and legalization across Indonesia, and how

from microscopic to ecosystemic. Amid concerns about climate change,

people navigate dispossession The old aphorism “possession is nine-tenths of

infectious disease outbreaks, and biotechnology, scientific research in Mexico

the law” is particularly relevant in Indonesia, which has seen a string of

has expanded its focus to go beyond threats to human life to include threats to

regime changes and a shifting legal landscape for property claims. Ordinary

animal, plant, and microbial worlds. Emily Wanderer outlines how concerns

people struggle to legalize their possessions and claim rights in competition

about biosecurity are leading scientists to identify populations and life-forms as

with different branches of government, as well as police, army, and private

worth saving or as "pests" in need of elimination. Moving from high security

gangs. This book explores the relationship between possession and legalization

labs where scientists study infectious diseases, to offices where ecologists

across Indonesia, examining the imaginative and improvisational

regulate the use of genetically modified organisms, to remote islands where

interpretations of law by which Indonesians navigate dispossession.

conservationists eradicate invasive species, Wanderer explores how

Becoming Organic Shaila Seshia Galvin 2021-06-15 A rich, original study of

biopolitical research informs, and is informed by, concepts of nation.

the social and bureaucratic life of organic quality that challenges assumptions

Routledge Handbook of Law and Society in Latin America Rachel Sieder

of what organic means Tracing the social and bureaucratic life of organic

2019-05-20 An understanding of law and its efficacy in Latin America

quality, this book yields new understandings of this fraught concept. Shaila

demands concepts distinct from the hegemonic notions of "rule of law" which

Seshia Galvin examines certified organic agriculture in India’s central

have dominated debates on law, politics and society, and that recognize the

Himalayas, revealing how organic is less a material property of land or its

diversity of situations and contexts characterizing the region. The Routledge

produce than a quality produced in discursive, regulatory, and affective

Handbook of Law and Society in Latin America presents cutting-edge analysis
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of the central theoretical and applied areas of enquiry in socio-legal studies in

Lori Leonard Rose Løvgren Ferenc Dávid Markó Ebenezer Obadare Rogers

the region by leading figures in the study of law and society from Latin

Orock Justin Pearce Katrien Pype Edoardo Quaretta Jennifer Riggan Helle

America, North America and Europe. Contributors argue that scholarship

Samuelsen Nicholas Rush Smith Eric Trovalla Ulrika Trovalla

about Latin America has made vital contributions to longstanding and

Power and Humility John Keane 2018-07-31 Democracy urgently needs re-

emerging theoretical and methodological debates on the relationship between

imagining if it is to address the dangers and opportunities posed by current

law and society. Key topics examined include: The gap between law-on-the-

global realities, argues leading political thinker John Keane. He offers an

books and law in action The implications of legal pluralism and legal

imaginative, radically new interpretation of the twenty-first-century fate of

globalization The legacies of experiences of transitional justice Emerging

democracy. The book shows why the current literature on democracy is

forms of socio-legal and political mobilization Debates concerning the

failing to make sense of many intellectual puzzles and new political trends. It

relationship between the legal and the illegal. The Routledge Handbook of

probes a wide range of themes, from the growth of cross-border institutions

Law and Society in Latin America sets out new research agendas for cross-

and capitalist market failures to the greening of democracy, the dignity of

disciplinary socio-legal studies and will be of interest to those studying law,

children and the anti-democratic effects of everyday fear, violence and

sociology of law, comparative Latin American politics, legal anthropology and

bigotry. Keane develops the idea of 'monitory democracy' to show why

development studies.

periodic free and fair elections are losing their democratic centrality; and why

Guerrilla Auditors Kregg Hetherington 2011-09-14 An ethnography

the ongoing struggles by citizens and their representatives, in a multiplicity

exploring disagreements among Paraguayan peasants, government

of global settings, to humble the high and mighty and deal with the dangers

bureaucrats, and development experts about how state bureaucracy should

of arbitrary power, force us to rethink what we mean by democracy and

function, what archival documents are for, and who gets to narrate the past.

why it remains a universal ideal.

Along the Bolivian Highway Miriam Shakow 2014-06-09 Along the Bolivian

Hydropolitics Christine Folch 2019-09-03 An in-depth look at the people and

Highway traces the emergence of a new middle class in Bolivia, a society

institutions connected with the Itaipu Dam, the world’s biggest producer of

commonly portrayed as the site of struggle between a superwealthy white

renewable energy Hydropolitics is a groundbreaking investigation of the

minority and a destitute indigenous majority. Miriam Shakow shows how

world’s largest power plant and the ways the energy we use shapes politics

Bolivian middle classes have deeply shaped politics and social life. While

and economics. Itaipu Binational Hydroelectric Dam straddles the Paraná

national political leaders like Evo Morales have proclaimed a new era of

River border that divides the two countries that equally co-own the dam,

indigenous power and state-led capitalism in place of racial exclusion and

Brazil and Paraguay. It generates the carbon-free electricity that powers

neoliberal free trade, Bolivians of indigenous descent who aspire to upward

industry in both the giant of South America and one of the smallest economies

mobility have debated whether to try to rise within their country's

of the region. Based on unprecedented access to energy decision makers,

longstanding hierarchies of race and class or to break down those hierarchies.

Christine Folch reveals how Paraguayans harness the dam to engineer

The ascent of indigenous politics, and a boom in coca and cocaine production

wealth, power, and sovereignty, demonstrating how energy capture

beginning in the 1970s, have created dilemmas for "middling" Bolivians who

influences social structures. During the dam’s construction under the right-

do not fit the prevailing social binaries of white elite and indigenous poor. In

wing military government of Alfredo Stroessner and later during the leftist

their family relationships, political activism, and community life, the new

presidency of liberation theologian Fernando Lugo, the dam became central to

middle class confronted competing moral imperatives. Focusing on social and

debates about development, governance, and prosperity. Dams not only

political struggles that hinged on class and racial status in a provincial

change landscapes; Folch asserts that the properties of water, transmuted by

boomtown in central Bolivia, Shakow recounts the experiences of first-

dams, change states. She argues that the dam converts water into electricity

generation teachers, agronomists, lawyers, and prosperous merchants. They

and money to produce hydropolitics through its physical infrastructure, the

puzzled over whom to marry, how to claim public interest in the face of

financial liquidity of energy monies, and the international legal agreements

accusations of selfishness, and whether to seek political patronage jobs amid

managing transboundary water resources between Brazil and Paraguay, and

high unemployment. By linking the intimate politics within families to

their neighbors Argentina, Bolivia, and Uruguay. Looking at the fraught

regional and national power struggles, Along the Bolivian Highway sheds

political discussions about the future of the world’s single largest producer of

light on what it means to be middle class in the global south.

renewable energy, Hydropolitics explores how this massive public works

Everyday State and Democracy in Africa Wale Adebanwi 2022-07-12 Bottom-

project touches the lives of all who are linked to it.

up case studies, drawn from the perspective of ordinary Africans’ experiences

A Century of Violence in a Red City Lesley Gill 2016-02-26 In A Century of

with state bureaucracies, structures, and services, reveal how citizens and

Violence in a Red City Lesley Gill provides insights into broad trends of

states define each other. This volume examines contemporary citizens’

global capitalist development, class disenfranchisement and dispossession, and

everyday encounters with the state and democratic processes in Africa. The

the decline of progressive politics. Gill traces the rise and fall of the strong

contributions reveal the intricate and complex ways in which quotidian

labor unions, neighborhood organizations, and working class of

activities and experiences—from getting an identification card (genuine or

Barrancabermeja, Colombia, from their origins in the 1920s to their effective

fake) to sourcing black-market commodities to dealing with unreliable waste

activism for agrarian reforms, labor rights, and social programs in the 1960s

collection—both (re)produce and (re)constitute the state and democracy. This

and 1970s. Like much of Colombia, Barrancabermeja came to be dominated by

approach from below lends gravity to the mundane and recognizes the value

alliances of right-wing politicians, drug traffickers, foreign corporations, and

of conceiving state governance not in terms of its stated promises and

paramilitary groups. These alliances reshaped the geography of power and

aspirations but rather in accordance with how people experience it. Both new

gave rise to a pernicious form of armed neoliberalism. Their violent incursion

and established scholars based in Africa, Europe, and North America cover a

into Barrancabermeja's civil society beginning in the 1980s decimated the

wide range of examples from across the continent, including bureaucratic

city's social networks, destabilized life for its residents, and destroyed its

machinery in South Sudan, Nigeria, and Kenya infrastructure and shortages

working-class organizations. As a result, community leaders are now left

in Chad and Nigeria disciplinarity, subjectivity, and violence in Rwanda,

clinging to the toothless discourse of human rights, which cannot effectively

South Africa, and Nigeria the social life of democracy in the Congo, Cameroon,

challenge the status quo. In this stark book, Gill captures the grim reality and

and Mozambique education, welfare, and health in Ethiopia, the Democratic

precarious future of Barrancabermeja and other places ravaged by

Republic of Congo, and Burkina Faso Everyday State and Democracy in

neoliberalism and violence.

Africa demonstrates that ordinary citizens’ encounters with state agencies and

Land, Investment & Politics Jeremy Lind 2020 Examines the new challenges

institutions define the meanings, discourses, practices, and significance of

facing Africa's pastoral drylands from large-scale investments and how this

democratic life, as well its distressing realities. Contributors: Daniel Agbiboa

might affect the economic and political landscape for the regions affected and

Victoria Bernal Jean Comaroff John L. Comaroff E. Fouksman Fred Ikanda

their peoples.
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Social Collateral Caroline E. Schuster 2015-10-06 "Microcredit is part of a global

Paraguayan development in ways that structure both global inequality and

trend of financial inclusion that brings banking services, and especially small

opportunity"--Provided by publisher.

loans, to the world's poor. While credit for the poor has increasingly come

Jonathan Mendilow 2016-11-21

under the rubric of commercial banking, Paraguayan solidarity lending offers

Corruption and Governmental Legitimacy analyzes “legal corruption,” the

a window into the tensions between social development and global finance.

noncriminal acts of corruption that flourish in democratic nations. This book

There, non-profit development programs offer group loans to women. These

defines legal corruption and illustrates its corrosive effects. It also examines the

highly regulated loans are secured through mutual support and peer

possibilities and challenges of corrective legislation and anticorruption

pressure--social collateral--rather than through physical collateral. To

campaigns.

understand the broader issues of economic interdependency and its regulatory

Real Queer? David A. B. Murray 2015-12-03 An ethnographic exploration of

features, Social Collateral tracks collective debt across the commercial society

sexual orientation and gender identity (SOGI) refugee claimants’ experiences

and smuggling economies at the Paraguayan border. The story of social

of navigating the complex discourses, protocols, practices and personnel of

collateral cannot be told without an interwoven story about the feminization

Canada’s refugee determination system.

of solidarity lending. At its core is an economy of gender--from pink-collar

Palaces of Hope Ronald Niezen 2017-01-26 This book assembles a range of

financial work, to men's committees, to hard women smugglers. At stake are

work by researchers who have entered the social worlds of global

interdependencies that bind borrowers and lenders, financial technologies, and

organizations.

Corruption and Governmental Legitimacy
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